HR in the moment:
Impact through insights
How HR can use analytics to create greater value and increase business impact
Sage polled over 500 HR leaders and c-suite execs to find out how HR leaders
are using analytics to drive business decision-making. Here’s what we found.

How aligned are HR with business priorities?
HR are aligned to business goals, Sage new research found,
but aren’t leading enough
81% of the c-suite feel HR
priorities are aligned to that
of the overall business

81%

59%

59% still don’t feel
HR is playing a
leading role across
the business,
however

The future of HR analytics
HR data and analytics are widely available, but there is a lack
of sufficient actionable insights

94%

94% of business leaders have
access to some form of People
data from HR. However . . .

. . . 62% of HR leaders said
they’re unable to use the
data to spot trends and
make business-related
predictions

62%

68% of c-suite leaders
aren’t heavily reliant
on HR data and 38%
are not fully satisfied
with HR’s ability to
provide insights and
recommendations

68%

A clear gap between what HR data c-suite leaders
want and what they get
Percentage of c-suite saying it is useful to have data on these indicators
versus those saying HR provide data on them
Headcount
Vacation days taken
Vacancy rate

Employee productivity rate

94%

85%

86%

Employee net promotor score

94%

Cost per hire
93%

86%

Grievances
Number of candidates
interviewed per hire
Diversity hire ratio

87%
24%

88%
88%

External hire rate %

31%

32%

23% 33%

88%

35%

13%
25%

27%

18%

25%
34%

27%

35%

23%

89%

External time to fill

Employee
engagement

91%

Revenue per FTE

14% 21% 23%

91%

27% 35%

91%

89%

Gender pay gap

93%

30%

15%

Absenteeism rate

Training rates

93%

29%
36%

HR to FTE ratio

93%

Turnover rates

Labor cost per FTE

91%
90%

90%

New hire failure rate

91%

91%

Cost per employee

91%

Promotion rate

Average tenure
Diversity
percentages

It would be useful to have data on this indicator

HR currently provide data on this indicator

The role of HR technology
HR tech has helped organizations to adapt and contribute
to business goals

90%

90% of the c-suite say HR
technology has helped assist
with business priorities

81%

81% of HR leaders say cloud
HR helped them to operate
effectively during the pandemic

63%

63% of HR leaders acknowledge
limitations of their current HR
system and are not fully confident
that their HR tech is fit for the future

Download the full report HR in the moment: Impact through insights,
to see how HR can be insight-driven business leaders, delivering greater value to
the c-suite and impacting business priorities.

Download the research

